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IININART IBVSTIGATION 0
TILE SQAXING ThL&TMT 01

BLACE COTTONWOOD AND ALDIR tNO POSTS
U PTACLWROtZN0L

INTRODUCTION

The farms in tbe United States (1) have in use a to-
t over two and one-half billion wooden feoe posts

ua3. replacement estimated at we].l over three

U.ion poets. Oregon alone has on Its farms over

y million posts, few of ith.ioh are given preservative
.atmant. In recent years, the cost of the more durable

species baa become almost prohibitive due to the in-'

creasing scarcity of these woode. On til. other band,

species of Orseon woods with 3.ow durebility, such as black

outtonwood end red alder, provide a source of raw material
uttale for farm posts or other uses. According to Graham

aksx' (3.8, Table 2), the average service life of blaok
cottonwood and red alder used f or fence posts is approxi-

mately 4.$ and 5.2 years respectively. If such non-Aura-

b].e speies were well treated, to double or triple their
service life, the annual cost of tenc.e posts in some areas
of oregon would be much reduced.

The experimental treating of non-durable species of
Oregon farm uses was initiated by the School of



Porsatry at Oregon 8tate College twenty five years ago

whin the T. J. 8tarker experimental fence post fans was

etabl&ehed. The preservatives used for treating fence

posts inolud, most of the well reoognied toxic oils and
water soluble salts. Studies carried on elsewhere

United States in more recent years indicate that p
obloropbenol as a wood preservative lengthens the life of
some non-durable species.

A preservative treatment for farm application should

be relatively easy to use and should require no elaborate

or expensive equipment. ion this reason, the oo34 soakiu

or hot soaking processes are suggested f or these species

of wood to which they are adaptabis,
The objective of the present study was to investigate

cold soaking and hot soaking preservative treatments
black cottonwood and red alder in a 5 p.r cent psntachlo-
rophenol solution in-as-niuoh..aa these species are avail-

able in quantity on far.s of Western Oregon.
Since there has been little reported work done on the

preservative treatment of blaok cottonwood and red alder

several treating variables such as soaking time, treating
temperature, effect of incising and rate of end penetra-

tion were investigated. An effort also was made to find

an effective end coating mateni1 that would greatly

retard end penetration of the treating solution, to permit

the



e use of short sections for determining radial penetra-

tion.

LITiRATUR REVIEW

1 ?r.vtous results of pentaohloroheno1 treatments

U.t000k (19, p. 16) mentioned that the species which

have shown the best absorption and penetration of penta

oblorophenol were the oaks and the pines. Satisfactory

treatments of cottonwood, aspen, poplar, ash, .11*, willow

and cedar by tb cold soaking method also have been r

ported (20, p. 16 and 22).

lioplcine (20, p. 12-13) reported that posts

rid gun, red oak, pos oak and elm subjected. to

d

soak in ho water, then to a l..hour cold bath in 5 per
eat pentaohloroph.nol-keroaens solution all showed absorp."

one of 0.24 to 0.33 gallons per pos4 when the poets were

ated for only half of their length, This absorption was

considered satisfactory by Ropkine. Red oak soaked bours

cold 5 per osat pentachlorophenol-kerosene solution

absorbed 0.33 gallon per post. Pins soaked 5 hours end

gun soaked 6 hours in the sane solution absorbed 0.77

Th1s epproxjste i to 6 pou1s per cubic foot for
fence posts with an averaigs diameter ot5 inches.



0.58 gallons per poet, respeotively, or more than the

sired antouit f solution. , 24.4iour cold soiking for elm

and. a l68-4irur colA oa1ctn for oet oak in the same solu.'

tion absorbed 0.50 and 0.40 gallons ier poet respectively.

Plwmr (27, p. 7) has etatqd that farm teno. posts

and highway guard-rail posts having a normal ervice life

of 3 to 4 years can be expected to 1at 10 years or more

when treated with about one-halt to one gallon of a ready-

to-use solution of pentacttlorophenol per post.

?actioal reoommendationa for treat tug poets of lodge.'

pal. pine and aspen when using pentachlorophenol have been

published by the Utah School of Forestry (29, p. 10).

A000rdin.g to the "Penta Cold Soak" post treating

monstrations and tests made by Wobletz and Revensoroft

(36, p. 8.9 nd p. II) the average anticipated servics life

of lodgepole pine posts was 15 years while untreated posts

lasted only 2 to 4 years. The suitability of idaho timber

species for treatment were listed as

a. asy to treat-.-Lodgepole pine, ponclerosa pine an

white pine
Satisfactory (Special conditions and aethod* flea-
eseary)-Aspen, Western red oedur, cottonwood,

pop1r aM rand fir
jitttoult (Not well adapted to cold treatment)
Larch and L)owlas-tir.
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A classification of specte according to treating

ults obtained by 48-hour cold Roalcing in pentachiorophenol

solution made by Walters (32, Table 5) was as follows ;

Very good treatment obtaineö--Syrnnore

Good to very good treatment obtained--Eastern white

pine, norway pine and red elxa (slippery)

a. Good treatment obtaiied--.Loblolly pine, shortlear

pine, laretooth aspen, qtiaking aspen, river birch,
black cherry, cottonocd, white (ierioan) el

haokberry, 3hagbark htckor,, black oak, red oak

and wtte oaic

Good to poor treatment obtained--Willow

Fair to poor treatent obtained-.4orway spruce,

ash, catalpa an silver rtaple.

2. Pentachlorophenol solutions wood ?reaervatives

Petroleum oils ooiwnonly are used as solvent carriers

pentachiorophenol because of their low cost. The de-

sirable properties of pentaohi.orophenol have been present-

ed, by many authors advocating its use (9, 10, U, 26, 27,
30 and 36). These may be su arized to include :

high toxicity to fungi, termites and insects but

not injurious to higher rorms of kits

Low solability in water



c. Low vapor pressure at ordinary temperatures

4. Good stability under the influence of light,
ma]. temperatures, soil acids and alkalies

. Non-corrosive to metals
f. Clean and odorless (depending upon the solvent

used)

. Low fire hazard after solvent has evaporated.
h. Readily available at moderate cost.

Santophen 20, Permatol, Perinatox VQR and. Permatox A

are common proprietary preservatives of pentachiorophenol

in oil formulated by commercial chemical ooaipanies. Dow-

icide 0 or Santobrite and Permatox 10-8 are water soluble
sodium pentachiorophenate used for stain control and soil

poisoning (10, 11, 13, 14, 26 and 35).

arfectin$ preservative treatments

The factors affecting the preservarive treatment of

wood may be surnrnrjzed from eeveral references (3, 6,

21, 29, 32 and 36) as :

The species of wood.

The density of wood.

o, The relationship between sapwood and heartwood

d. The relationship between springwood and aummerwood



The moisture content of the wood

The form and size of the tinber
g. The surface characteristics of the wood such as

the presence of bark, resinglaze, blue stain and
mold

The method of peeliflg

The length and severity of season

The effect of incising
k. The properties of the preservative
1. The treating conditions such as temperature,time

and pressure.

EIPERIMiTTAL PEOCDUli

erinent eQuiDme4t

Tanks

The tanks useti for cold soaking were three 5-gallo*

drums with covers. Two of these were used as soaking

tanks and the other one as a drain tank. A hand-Operated
barrel pump was used for mixing and pumping the preserva-

tive into and out of the tanks.
The equipment used for treatments requiring hot soak-

in consisted of a steam heater, electric pump, temperature
gauge, storage tank and three treating tanks connected as



shown in Figure 1. 

Two typos of incising hwnsars were used. Type A had 

teeth 0.20 inch in diameter arranged Lii uniform rows with 

a distance of 0.70 inch between teeth and 0.50 inch between 

rows. Type had teeth Q.25 inch in diweter arranged in 
aggered rows to givs a diagonal pattern with a distance 

of 0.60 inch betwien rows and a distance of 0.90 inch be- 

en teeth. In both types the exposed teeth were 0.70 

a length. Details of the two types of incising haa 

shown in Pigures Za awl 2b. 

sing 

Other equipment used in the experiments included1 : 

a ag4eppenetall moisture meter for nsasurtng the mois- 

ture content aZ wood, a thermometer ranging from 00? to 
20007 for neaeurung the depth of treat tn solution, a 

laboratory Toledo balance for weighing samples, and per 
torated plates for supporting the treated svxplea during 

be draining period. 
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Figure 1-- Arrangement of equipment used in

hot soaking treatment
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Pre3ervative solution ued

The l..to..10 concentrate of pentachioropheflol manuZao

tured by the Chapman Co. was the preservative used in this

study. This contained approximately 40 per cent pentaobio

rophenol by weight. When nitxed at a 1-to-iC ratio ( 1 gal-

lon of concentrate to 10 gallons of solvent carrier ) a

readytOUS5 solution containing per cent of pentachioro-

phenol by weight was obtained. No. 2 diesel oil having a

flash point of about 16007 was used as the solvent carrier,

The pentaoh1orophenoldiiesel oil solution was so light in
color that an indicator was required to determine penetra-

tion. An oil soluble red dye ( Sudan Red BBA Dye manufac-

tured by the General Dyostuff Corporation, New York,

adeed at a rate of l grains of powdered form to 1 gallon of

preservative, proved to be a very satisfactory indicator

for these studies.

Colleotiona, peeling and geasoniu of material

Black cottonwood and red alder trees were felled in

the vicinity of Corvallis, Oregon, during the month of 3une,

1948. These trees were cut into 10-foot bolts with top dia-

asters ranging fron 3 to 6 inches inside of bcrk. The
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bolts were pe8led inedIately by the use of an axe, obiiel
or 1rawknife, the drawknife be 1n, the raost suItable for
pee1In b3lts with tight Dark. The posts were cut into
30-inch saiples which were oros-pi1ed ii an open yard for
seasoning. Hollow tUe were ue1 as 'ile founlations. A

seasoning period of about ) days reduced the moIsture

content of the outer one-half Inch shell of the swTiples to
about 24 per cent.

4. Selsotion of aamles

.0 samples that showed severe seasoning checks or

splits were rejected from the study. The remaining mate-

rial. was utilized for test samples. Pieces or different
diameters ranging frwi 3 to 6 Inches ware allocated to
sets of test samples, in order that there would be no mark-
ad &tserspanoy in either the total weight or total volume

of bose ste assigned to an individual experiment. In

tests wnare short sections were used, sections cut from the
sample were allocated to different sets. Similarly,

..round or quartered samples were used as test ma-
se out from same round sample were allocated to

diflerent sets.



Meaauroaent of moi$ture content

The moisture content of each test sample was measured

just prior to treatment with a Tag-lieppentall moisture me-

ter ntifactured. by the C. . Tagliahue Mf. CO., brooklyn,

N. Y. The range of moisture contents that could be deter-

mined with this ineter was from 7 to 24 per cent. In deter-
mining te moisture content, the needles or the moisture
meter (about 0.25 inch in length) were wholly embedded in

the wood. Consecjuently, the values obtained inaicate the
moisture content one-quarter inch below the surface and.

are reprecentative of tle average moisture content of the

outer one-h.lf inch shell, itS rad1tl penetration, even on

incised, posts, is confixed to this outer øheli It is the
moisture content of this region that is imj:rnrtant. Three

read ins were t:en on each saiaple, one at the iiidd.le and.

ne near each end. The average of these rea3ings repre

dented. the average ioisture content of the utor shell of

the sample.

6. Preparation

1or certain treatments test samples were partially
ooated with ullerlo white paint to retard the absorp-

tion of preservative in certain areas. This paint was

I,



oted after a prelisn.tnary study of several coating aa-

lala. It was applied to the samples by brush, usually
in. two coats. A drying period of at least 24 hours was
provided before the samples were treated with preservative,

B. Incising

Test samples for certain treatments were incised.
is was accomplished by laying a sample on a concrete

floor and striking its oiroumference with one of the two
incising hammers. The samples were incised as evenly and

uniformly as possible. Since samples were varied in dia-

meter and form some irregularity of incising was unavoid-
able.

7, Treating conditions

All test samples were numbered with a black wax pencil,

aoh sample was weighed to the nearest 0.01 of a pound just
prior to treating and this value was recorded as the un-
treated weight.

When the samDles were cold soaked they ware put into

the treating tanks in an upright position with heavy weights
oft p to prevent them trom floating. The well-mixed
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preservative solution was then pumped into the taak to the
desired depth, varying with th individual experiment, and
that depth was maintained during the course of the expert-
ent. Following treatment, samples were drained for one-

quarter to one-halt or an hour before woihing to obtain
the final weight of the treated. samples.

en hot soaking was pertrmed, the steai heater and
the circulating punip were started about one-half bout' pri-
or to treatment in order to bring the treating solution up

the desired temperature. During the period of hot soak.'
the temperature of the solution was intained as even

as possible by regulating the valve to the stean heater.
The depth of treating solution was naintained at the re-
quired level throughout the treating period. Following

treatmeu he samples were drained for one-quarter to one.
it an hour before obtaining their treated weights.

8. Methods used to determine penetration

A. Radial. penetration

order to determine the average radial ponstration
throughout th. zone of treatment each treated sample was
cross out in at least tbrei places. Immediately following

his sectioning of the treated sample, the pattern of the
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treated area on the freshly out surface was marked With a
black wax pencil. Thus, subsequent measurements Would not

be distorted by the oreep of the solution over the exposed

cross-sectional areas; see Plate 2, .ppendix.
Jill measurements dealing with radial penetration were

taken to the nearest 0.0]. inch. The depth of radial pene-

tration was ieasured as maximum, minimum and medium as ii.-

lustrated in Figure 3. In each case several iiidi.vtdual
measurement s were taken to determine the mean of the max-

icluLn, the mean of the minimum and the mean of the medium

radial penetration. The mean values obtained for the sec-

tions were averaged to obtain an average maximum, average

minimum and avorage medium radial penetration for each

treated sample. Since several samples made up a rotip for

each set of treating conditions it was necessary to deter-
mine the group values of maximum, minimum and medium radial

penetr.tion by averaging the values for the samples in each

gr)up,

3. nd penetration

The extent of end penetration was determined, after
draining one-quarter to one-half hour, by sectioning each
aampl3 into thin pieces, starting from the butt end, up to

the point that showed the treated area to be less than 50



check

Figure 3-- Illustrating the method of measuring
the maximum, minimum and medium depths
of radial penetration on a section cut

from a treated sample.

17
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pox' cent of the ox'as-ectjonal area of sapwood, or of
heartwood, or of both together depending upon the species

of wood studied. The distance from the butt end to this
point was considered as the height of end penetration.

9. Methods zaed to deterLn.tne retention

The retention of preseriative was calculated on the
basis of pounds per cubic foot or treated wood. The pounds

of preservative absorbed by each sample divided by the

tx'oated cubic foot volume of the sample revealed the value

or retention. The quantity of preservative retained by
the treated sample was determined, by weighing the sample

before and after treatment. The possible additional mois

ture loss during hot soaking was disregarded, as the mats-
ture content of the affected volume of each sample just
prior to treating was considered low enouga to result in
a negli$ble error. The treated volume of tile sample was

calculated as the product of the ±.mmersed length anil the
average basal area of the butt cud and top end of the sam-
pie. The average basal area was used since tile aaiaples

øhoWOd only a very slibt taper troa tile butt end to the
top and tnd the diainetral difference was insignificant.
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The enera1 euation.s used for oalauluting the o1uina

and pounds retention Der oubic foot of treated wood are as
toUoivs

].) quattori ror a1ou.1atin tLe 1ur of troated
wood

1jsxLB*
3.721

b' Voluas of treated wood in cubic feet
A' 4rea at butt end of sanpie in equtrs inches

Ara ut top end of ea*pls in square inches
L Depth of iiner.ion in the preservative in UCb*s

(considered to be the 1entb of the sap1e
treat ad

(2) qu4tion to oaloulutin.g the pounds of preserva

tive retained per cubic foot of treated wood

C - -

C ?ounda retention per cubic foot of trette4 wood
eibt of aazpie utter trøiAttnf in

w1 'eJ.tit of auatple prior to trsiatin iu pound.e

3 Vo1u of treated woo4 in cubic f.m.



IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Soakin treatments of black cottonwood

The height of end penetration of cold and hot penta-
chloropbeno3. solutions attained in black cottonwood
samples under different soaking periods.

uartered. aamples of black cottonwood, 30 inches long,

surface-coated, with 7ullerglo 520 white paint, except 011
the ends, were subjected to cold soaking and hot soaking in
5 per cent pentachlorophenol treating solutions for differ-
ent periods. Each set was composed of 3 samples. The

depth of preservative was 20 to 22 inches for cold soaking
and 29 inches In hot soaking. The depth of preservative
was greater for hot soaking due to the construction of the
ot soaking equipment- a factor that was not anticipated

at the time cold soaking experiments were conducted. The

treating temperature for cold soaking was 7507 to 8007 and
for hot soaking was 1300,. rter treatment, the samples

xe cross-cut Into one-half inch or sometimes 1-to 2-inch
tiozis for inspection, starting from the butt end. The

ght of end penetration was measured separately in the
sapwood and beartwood. The height was taken as the die-
taries from the butt to a point that showed the treated area

20



be less than 50 per cent of the total sapwoad area o

as than 50 per cent of the total beartwood area. The

r.sulting data are SIIThnIRrIZed in Table 1 and illustrated

in craph 1.

Table 1- ThQ beibt of end penetration of cold and hot 5

per cent pentachiorophenol solutions attained in

black cottonwood samples under different soaking

periods.

erage So; fl AT
moisture period (50 per cent C

content in in area tret.dj
er cent hours apwoo,..

cold hot cold
soak soak soak

10.0
2 10.7
4 14.0
6 15.0

oo)d ot
soak soak
£Lo l2.
13.0 12.0
17.0. 14.0
13.0 14.0
16.0 13.0

11.0 22
15.0 --- 24 18.3

Conclua

End penetration was more rapid during the first tour
hours of soaking. The height of end penetration attained

in the bertwood was approximately one-third of that at-

tained In the sapwood. Raising the temperature of the

a-eaot

ood'
hot
soak
1. b
2.0
4.0
2.5
5.5

0

21

.7
3.7
3.0

11.7 4.3
14.7 3.3
12.3 2.7
16.2

6.7
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preaeriate to 1300P produced no significant ditterenoe in
either the rate or the height of end penetration despite
the faet that the depth of preservative was greater in hot
soaking.

B. Cold soaking of non-incised, uncoated black cottonwood

samples to deteriine end pexietration,radial penetration
and retention.

In order to d,terine the period of cold soaking re-
0 adeuately treat noninincised blaek cottonwood

posts by end penetration to the depth of treating solution,
a subsequent study of end penetration wa made. Iound sam-
plea, 30 inches long and 3 to 6 inohes in diameter, were
soaked in 5 per cent ponteohiorophenol solution at 80°F
under different soaking periods ranging from * to 25 hours

with a treating depth of 22 to 24 inches.
Five sets of

used. Cold soakin
ainpies, with 3 samples in each set, were
oriods of , 1, 2, 4, and 6 hours were

employed with one set of samples being used for each soak.
ing period. The results reveal that the height of end perie-
ration of preservative attained in the samples soaked for

6 hours did not reach the level of the preservative solu-
tion. In order to determine the required soaking period un-
der wbib samples would be adequately treated b end pene-

tration to the depth of the treating solution an. additional
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series of three sets of samples, with 5 or 10 samples in 

each set, were subjected to cold soaking. Soaking periods 

of 4, 2O and 25 hours were used with one set of samples 

being used for each soaking period. After soaking, the 

samples were out at 4., 10, 16, and 22 inches from the butt 

to determine the height of end penetration. In this study 

it was desired only to determine the soaking period re- 
quired to bring the height of end penetration to the treats. 

ing level. Therefore, the hoigkLtpf penetration merely was 

estimated by sectioning at the above mentioned points. 

These approximate heights of penetration served to indicate 

the required soaking period for penetration to the treat- 
ing level. In each case the radial penetration was measured 

on the section out at 22 inches, or treating level. The 

results are summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in (raphs 

2a ant 2 



No. ot Average
samples moi&iture
treated content

in
r aent

;Verage so
diameter period
of posts in

in hours
inches

foot
3 20 4.57 6.2
3 21 3.70 1 6.39
3 20 3.57 2 6.56
8 19 3.72 4 9.04
3 22 4.37 6 8.52
5 21 3.92 20 12.49

10 21 3.76 25f 13.21

verage
re ton-
tion in
pounds of e
per pinetra.-

cubic tion in

ago depth of
radial penetration
at treating level

in inches
-Mm. Max. Med

ohe
6 T* 0.47 047

10 T 0.50 0.20
14. T 0.73 0.28
14. T 0.74 0.28
14 T 1.10 0.28
20 T 0.70 0.30
22 a.* *

*Traoe, indicates less then 0.05 inch in depth.
Aftr 25* hours cold soaking the 30ainob samples showed end Cfl5-e
trstio* at the tops of the simplee, eight inches above the treat-
lag level. Therefore, the radial penetration at the treating
level 'was obscured by end penetration.

Table 2 Result of the preservat e treatment of .OflIflc iced, unooatd
black cottonwood poets b: cold soaking in a 5 per cent penta-
ohloropol solution.
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Conclusions :

Both the retention of preservative and height of end
penetration increased with the increase of sOaking period.
The rate of inorease in end penetration was more rapid du-.

ring the first two hours of soaicirtg and then continued at
a uniform rate. The increase in retention was fairly uniform
throughout the range of soaking periods.

The retenticn of preservative was closely associated
with the rate or end penetration amos the radial penetra
tion was ems 11 in comparison with the end penetration.

The pattern of radial penetration beyond the heit
of end. penetmtion was uneven, usually leaving soiue part
of wood untreated.

iU. of the ten posts soaked for 25 hours were end

penetrated up to the treating level. Pive of these posts
were wholly treated while the other five had soae of the
heartwood nesr the immersion level untreated. otually, all
of the ten posts showed orne entL penetration in the sapwood

to the tops of the 3Oinob eanples.
since radial penetration otainod in treating nan-in-

ciaed,unooated black cottonwood posts is 80 poor, it is
necessary to rely upon end penetration for satisfactory
treatment. t room temperature, a cold soaking period of
at least 24 bour is required in order to ixisure adequate
end penetration throughout thut portion of the posts below
the level of the preservative solution. However, the high
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preservative retention per cubic toot of treated wood ob- 

tamed uiay be excessive from the stand.point of cost. 

Cold soaking of incised, end-coated black cottonwood eam- 

plea to doternine radial, penetration and retention. 

Round samples, 30 inches long, were Incised from a 
point 5 inohe above the butt end to a height of 24. inches 
with incising hammer Typo .. The butt ends of the sarnple 

were coated with ullerglo 520 whIte paint to minimize end 

penetration. Six sets of samples, with 4 samples in each 

set, were used. Cold soaking periods of , 1, 2, 4, 6, and 

23 hours were employed, with one set of samples being used 
for each soaking period. The treating depth was 24 inches 
and the treating temperature was 80°F. 

Jter treating, draining and final weighing the samples 

out into five 6-inch sections for examination of the 

or radial penetration, vhenever checks were observed 

nd beyond the depth of radial penetration in the sec- 

tions examined, the tangential penetration from the checks 

was measured. The resulting data are tabulated in Table 3. 
The depth of radial penetration and the retention of preser- 

vative are illustrated in Graphs 3a and 3b respectively. 



Table 3-- Results of the preservative treatment of incised, end-coated
black cottonwood posts by cold soaking in a 5 per cent

pentachiorophenol solution.

of ive rags
samples moisture
treated content

in
per cent

4
4
4
4
4
4

5

Average oa
diameter period

in iii
inches hours

Average Average Avera, depth of
reten- depth of radial penetra-
tion in tangential tion in inches
pounds p ens tration
per front. checks

cubic in inches
0

0.38 0.24
0.39 0.27
0.40 0.30
0.37 0.30
0.37 0.33

16 4.3 1 0.19 0.15
17 4.5 4.19 0.26 0.22
18 5 4 4. 95 0,22 0.22
18 4.7 6 3.09 0.23 0.22
16 4.5 231 6 59 0 40 0.23
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5 10 15 20 25

Soaking period Hours

Graph 3a- Depth of radial penetration of a cold

5 per cent pentachlorophenol solution

in incised, end-coated black cottonwood0
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Conclusions

Both the retention and the depth of radial penetra-
tion of the preservative solution increased with an in-
crease of soaking period, but radial penetration increased
very little after the first tour hours. Retention was at
the rate of 1.24 pounds per cubic foot per hour during the
first four hours, but only at the rate of 0.08 pound per
hour during the next 19.5 hours.

Comparing the reaultb on incised, end-coated samples

with the reaul' on non-incised, uncoated samples as re-

ported in part B :
The radial penetration was much more uniform and

slightly deeper in the incised samples.
(2) The a'verage retention or preservative solution by

the incised, end-coated samples was approximately

60 per cent of the preservative retained by the
non-incised, uncoated samples for soaking periods

of one hour or more.

Thus, incised natoria1 gives a more uniform protective
shell, of treated wood. Xt the incised material is end-coat-
ed, this protection may be obtained with a lower absorption
Of preservative.

The average depth of sapwood of black cottonwood, so

far as the teat samples were concerned, was about one inch.
Thus, by using this method of treatment, one-fourth to one-

third of the sapwood was evenly penetrated with preservative.
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The depth of tangential pxietration from checks was

obesryod to be less than the depth of radial penetration
for each period or soaking. Thus, seriously checked posts
are pt to expose tore areas of shallow penetration with
the result that checks xay. impair the service ills of the
posta.

B. Hot soaking of non-incised, end-coated blaok cottonwood

samples to determine radial penetration and retention.

].i-round samples, 30 inches long, with the butt ends
coated with Fullerglo 520 white paint wore used for this
test. J'our sets of samples, with i samples in each set, were
used. Hot soaking periods of , 2, 4, and 6 hours were em-
ployed, with one set of samples being used for each soaking

period. The soaking temperature was 1300? and the treating
depth was 28 to 29 inobeg.

hfter treating, draining and final weighing, the sam-
lea were mit into five 6-inch sections to determine the

th of radial penetration. The resulting data are tabu-
lated in Table 4. The depth of radial penetration and the

eution of preservative solution are illustrated in
Graphs 4a and 4b respectively.
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2 3 4 5 6kiours
oaung perlou

Grapzi 40- itetention of a hot 5 er cent pentcnloroptieno1

solution in non-incised, end-coated blac1 cottonwood.

1 2 3 Lp Hours
soaking period



Table 4 Results of the preservative treatment Of non-in- 
otsed, end-coated half-round black cottonwood 

samples b7 hot soaking in a 5 per cent pentacblo 
rophenol solution. 

Average Average Soak ig Average Averag plea moisture radius period retention radial p ated content in in in pounds tion in 
in per inches hours per cubic 

cent toot 

Conolust C 

36 

The minimum and iu4diwn depth of radial penetration in 
non-incised end-coated samples did not increase with an in- 

crease in the soaking period up to six hours. However, the 

depth of radial penetration was obtained during the 

wo hour soaking period, beyond which there was no 

ass of depth of penetration due to longer soaking. 

Similarly, the retention of preservative showed the 

salflS relationship to the soaking Deriod as that of maximum 

depth of radial penetration. Accordingly, in hot soaking of 

non-tneised, end-coated samples, there will be no nrked 
improvement in either retention or in the depth of radial 

0.06 0.37 0.13. 
0.05 0.35 0.10 
0.06 0.36 0.10 

penetratton beyond hour soaking peiiod; see Plate 3, 

Appóndix. 
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The average maximtm and medium depths of radial pens-.

tration obtained by cold soaking were two to three timcs
as great as the average values obtained by hot soaking.
This occurred despite the ract that the meeeurents or
radial penetration on the hot soaked samples were made

throughout the submerged portions of the saJple, wheroas

those measurements on the cold soaked samples were made

only at the treating level where the effect of hydrostatic
prelsur on penetration is nil,

Hot aoekin of incised, end-coated black cottonwood sam-

ples to detsriiiine radial penetration and retention.

Half-round samples, 30 inches long, with the butt ends
coated with Fullergie 520 white paint were used for this
teat. Fou.r aet of samples with 4 samples in each sot were

used, Hot soaking periods of , 2, 4, and 6 hours were em-

ployed with one set of samples being cod for eh soaking
period. The samples were incised with incising hazser Type

B. The soaking temperature was l3O° nd the treating depth
was 28 to 29 inches. 1.tter treating, draining and final
weighing the samples were out into five 6-inch sections to
determine the depth of radial penetration. The resulting
data are tabulated in Table 5. The depth of radial penetra-
tion and the retention of preservative solution are
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Grapn 5a- Depth of radial penetration of a hot 5
per cen pentachioroohenol solution in
incised, end-coated black cottonwood.
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solution in incised, end-coated black cottonwood.



Lustrated in Graphs 5a and 5b.

ab1e 5- Results of the preservative treatment of incised,

end-coated, half-round black cottonwood samples

by hot soaking in a 5 per cent pentaobloropbenol

solution.

NO Average Average 8oak ng Average Average
samples moisture radius period reten. radial penetra-
treated content in in tion in tion in inches

in inches hours pounds
or cent per

cubic M.tn. Max. Mei,
root

Conclusions :

The hot soaking at ].300P of incised black cottonwood

samples gave retentions and depth of radial penetration

quite comparable to those obtained by cold soaking at 8Q°T

for quivalent soaking periods. Therefore, nothing is

gained by heating the preservative for the treatment of

inoieed black cottonwood posts.

Comparing the results of hot soaking incised, end-

coated samples with the results ou hot soaking non-incised,

end-coated aaniçles :

4 15 2.47 3.00 0.13 0.36 0.23
4 14 2.32 2 3.19 0.14 0.40 0.23
4 15 2.12 4 483 0.18 0.41 0.28
4 14 2.42 6 4.70 0.20 0.46 0.29



The average minimum arid average medium radial pene-

tration on incised, end-coated. samples were more

than double those obtained on non-incised., end-

ecated samples, resulting in greater uniformity of

penetration; see Plate 2 and 3, Appendix.

The average retention was somewhat higher in in-

cised., anci-ooated than in non-incised., end-coated.

samples.

"mmrizing the resuj..ts or soaking black cottonwood

er cent pentachiorophenol solution I

Non-incised, unooated posts appear to be satisfac-

torily treated. by end penetration during cold soak-

iig provided the soaking period exceeds 24 hours.

(2) Hot soaking showed noa&vantage over cold soaking;

see Plate 3, Appendix.

Samples that were incised and end-coated received

a uniform treatment throughout the portion immersed

with a relatively short soaking period. The quan-

tity of preservative used was considerably less

than that used for treating non-incised, uncoated

posts by end penetration.



2. 8oaUn& trsatmants of red alder

The height of end penetration of cold, and hot pentacblo'.
rophenol solutions attained in red alder samples under
different soaking periods.

uartered samples of red alder, 30 ino1es long,
eeooated with !ullerglo 520 white paint, were subjected

old. soaking and hot soaking in 5 per cent pentachioro.
phenol treating solutions for different periods. The earn-

pies wore divided into sets of three, each set being ussd.
for a different soaking period. The depth of preservative
was 20 to 22 inches in cold oakixig and 29 inches in hot

aoakifl.gthese being the depths that were maintained for
similar treittments of black cottonwood. The treating test-
perature for cold soaking was 7507 to 80SF and for hot

soaking was 130°!. After treatnient,the samples were cross-
cut into one-half inch or sonietimes 1- to 2-int sections
for inspection, starting from the butt end. The length

measured from the butt end up to the point that showed the
reated area to be less than 50 per cent of the total cross-

sectional area wa considered as the height of end penetra-
tion. End penetration was measured over the entire cross-
sectional area because it is practically impossible to dis-
tinguish sapwood. form heartwood. in red alder. However, it

was noted that the height of end penetration was greater

41
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near the outøide of the samples. The data are summarized

in Table 6 and illustrated. in Graph 6.

Tabi. 6-. The height of end penetration of co1cian hot 5

per cent pentachiorophenol solutions attained in

red alder samples under different soaking periods.

rage mo sture So
content in period
per cent in

cold hot hours
soak soak

12
12
12
12

Oonc3.usions

id penetratIon was more rapid during the first tour

hours of soaking. Raising the teerature of the preserva-.

tive solution to 1300Y had, no significant influence Ofl the

rats of end penetration.

The rate of end penetration

alder was quite comparable to the rats of end penetration

in the sapwood of black cottonwood..

13
12
2

4
6

tion (50 p
orO$6seCt ioua
in tnebo
oLd. soak

10.2
12,0
2.4.2

15,3

a-
of

ted)

oak

9,7
11.7
15.7
15.0
1.7

the preservative in red
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5 10 15 20 25

Soaking oeriod Hours

GraDh 6- Height oI end cnetration of a cold and a hot 5

per cent pentachioroohenol solution in red alder.



B. Cold soaking of uon-.incised, uncoated samples of red

alder to determine end penetration, radial penetra-
tion and retention.

The procedure for this treatment was the same as was
followed or the cold. soaking of non.iicised, unooated

samples of black cottonwood. as d.escrtbed on page 23.

Five sets at round samples, 30 inches long, with four
samples in eaci set, were used.. Cold soaking periods of ,

2, 4, and 6 bouro were employed with one et of samples

ng used for aoh soaking period. A 5 per oent penta"
ahiorophenol solution was used with a treating temperature
of 7507 and a treating depth of 22 inches. After treating,
draining and final weighing the samples were out at 4, 10,
16, and 22 inches from the butt to determine the approxi-
mate height of end penetration, Radial penetration was
measured on the section cut at the treating level. The

resulting data are tabulated in Table 7 and illustrated
in Graphs 7a and lb.
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Conclusions : 

The rate of increass in end penetration was more ra 

during the first hour of soaking and then continued 

uniform rate. 
The retention of preservative increased at a uniform 

rate throughout the range of soaking periods. This is si- 
milar to the behavior of black cottonwood except that the 

absorptkon during the first one.-half hour of soaking was 

somewhat lower in red alder. 
Similar to black cottonwood, be retention of preser- 

tive was closely associated with the rate of end penetra.- 

tion as the radial penetration was small in comparison. 

The pattern of radial penetration beyond the height 

of end penetration was uneven and considerably less than 

for black cottonwood as indicated by the lower maximum 

aM **ditt& radial penetration values for red alder. This 

indicates that. red alder is more refuotory to radial pen.- 

tration than is black cottonwood. 

Based upon a comparison with black cottonwood, when 

ating non-incised, unooated red alder posts at room 

mperature a soaking period of at least 24 hours is re- 
quired in order to insure adequate end penetration through- 

out that portion of the posts below the level of the pre- 

ervative solution. 
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C. 0014 soaking of incised, end-coated red. alder samples
to determine radial penetration and retention.

The prooed.uxe of this treatzient was the same as Was

followed for the col1 soaking of incised, end-coated earn-
plea of black cottonwood as described on page 29. The

only zoeptions were that the depth of preservative was
22 inches and. the treating temperature was 75°F. The re-

sulting data are shown in Table 8. The depth of r&dial

penetration and the retention of preservative are illus-
trated in Graphs $a and 8b.



Table 8--Reiilta of the preservative treatment of 1neiso, end-coated red
alder samples by cold soaring in a 5 per cent pntachloropenó1
solution.

0. 0 iverage
samples moisture
treated. content

in
per cent

14
15

4 14
4 14
4 15
4 13

Average 3oaking
dIameter period

in in
incheS hours

4.5
4.8
4.7

rage Depth of iverage deptreten- tngntIal radial, penetra-
tion in penetra- tion In Indies
pounds tion throtigh
per høckS In

CUbIO inchesfoot Mm. Mo.x.

2.16 0.12
2.30 0.15
2.58 0.16
2.79 0.20
3.55 0.22
5.88 0.20

Med.

0.06 0.36 0.2]
009 0.33 0.22
0.12 0,37 0.24
0.10 0.37 0.25
0.15 0.4]. 0.30
0.23 0,45 0,38

4.5
4.8
4.6 2
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Conclusions :

Both the retention and the depth of radial penetra-
tion of the preservative solution increased with an in-.

oreosi of soaking period. Radial penetration increased
more r&ipi1y during the first 1x hours of soaking, after
which it appears to fall oft to a very ueh reduced rate;

see Plate 4 and 5, AppendIx. Following an initial absorp-
tion during the first one-halt hour of 2.16 pounds per
cubic foot the retention of preservative Increased uniform-.
ly throughout the range of soaking periods.

The d.eptb of tangential penetration from checks was

observed to be lees than the depth of radial penetration
ror each soaking period, being about one-bait to one-third
of the values for radial penetration.

Comparing the results of incised, end-coated samples
with the results on non-incised, unooated samples of red
alder as presented in part 2B :

The radtal penetration was deeper and much aol's

uniform in the incised samples. The average medium depths

of penetration were approximately twice as great as those
of non-incised samples. The minimum depth of radial pane-

tration also showed marked ixaprovemeitt.

The average retention of preservative solution
by the incised, end-coated samples was approximately 50

52
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per cent of the preservative retained by the non-incised,
uncoat.d samples for soaking periods of on. hour or more.
Thus, incised materials give a more uniform protective

hs1] of treated wood; aee Plate 5, Appendix. If the in.
cued material is end-coated, this proteotian may be ob-
tainsd with a lower absorption of preservative.

In comparing the results of this experiment with the
results of identical treatment on black cottonwood for
soaking periods of six hours or less ;

Red alder showed lower retention;

The medium depth of radial penetration was lees

t or red alder;
The uniformity of radial penetration in red alder

a l.ss due to lower minimum values, tilts is il'.
trated by comparing Plate 3 with Plates 4 and

Appendix.

For longer soaking periods the depth of radial pene-
tration was greater in red alder and the retention approaoh
ed that obtained in black cottonwood.



SUA o CONCLUSION8

ound, seasoned. rod alder and black cottonwood. posts
can be su000ssfuflyr treated, by soaking in an unheated.

5 per cant pentach1oropbeno3-djes.]. oil solution.

Such treatment, which relies on end penetration alone,

requires that the depth of the treating solution be

equal to or greater than the height of treatment de-

sired, When the depth of solution was 22 inches a

soaking period of 24 hours was required to obtain a

satisfactory penetration to a beigAt at 1C to 22 inches

in the samples. Retentions of about 13 pounds per cubic

f3ot of wood were obtained and the sapwood. was complete-

17 penetrated.

Incising the posts doubled the depth of radial. penetra-.

tion in red alder and increased. the radial penetration

about 10 per cent in black cottonwood to give a radial

penetration of approximate 0.30 inch for each species

at the end of 6 1ours soaking. en more Important

'was the tact that radial penetration was more uniform

in incised posts of either species thus reducing the

chances of thin spots in the protective shell of treated.

wood..

. reduction in retention is possible in incised posts

of these species because the uniform radial. penetration
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obtains4 nakes it unnecessary to rely on end penetra-
tion. The quantity of preservative retained by in-
cised saaples, end-coated with white paint (Fulle?gl
520), ranged from 37 to 60 per cent at that retained
by non-incised, uncoated samilee for soaking periods
of 4 to 6 hours.
In. experiments where comparisons could be nade, there

was no significant difference between hot soaking and.

ot aoaking for either black cottonwood or red aide?.
Consequently, cold soaking rather than hot soaking is
recommended as the more suitable method of treatment.

It appears likely that incised, owl-coated black cotton-
wood can be satisfactorily treated by a somewhat shorter

soaking period in a cold. solution than can red alder,
possibly 4 hours as compared with 6 hours. For soaking

periods of 24 hours or more ther. is little difference
in the treatability of the two species.
The protective value of thoss treatments that appear
promising, based. on these experiments, should be checked

by service tests to determine whether or not the pens-
trationsand retentions are actually adequate.
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APPENDIX



Plate 2- Illustrating the shallow, non-uniform pat.
torn of radial penetretion that occurs in treat-
ing non-incised, end-coated saiuploa. (The heavy

black line was drawn iiiediately after the sam-
pie was sectioned to preserve the pattern of ra-
dial pnotraton. The creep of the preservative
over the surface of the sections, which occurred
later, is apparent.)
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Plato 3- Illuatrattru the iiox'a uniform pattern of ra-
lial penetration that ocours in treating inclnod
en&t-coate1 aainplaa, (Goinpce with Plate 2) Th

above plate also illustrates the fact that radial
poi.tration was not improved by increasing the
temperature of the treatin8 solution to 130°J'.
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Plate The first two of a series of four pictures
showing the increase of radial penetration with

time in cold soaking incised, end-coated red

alder swnjles. (Compare with Plate 5) The hor-

izontal rawa of samples tre four sections from

th. sane pust cut at lifferent distances from
th butt end of the sample assure t good a-

erage neasurenent of radial pezietration.
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2ate 4



Plate 5.- The last two of a series of four pictures
showing the increase of radial penetration with
tine in cold soaking incised, end-coated red.
alder scunple. (Coiupare with Plate 5) Thc

horizontal rav of 11ples are tour seotions

tro the saue post out at different distances
froxa the butt end of the sample to assure a
good average measurement of radial penetration.



Plate 5
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